
AAMOS DESIGNS - CONTEMPORARY

HANDWOVEN TEXTILES

Flo's Flower
Yoke
Fair Isle inspired rigid heddle weaving
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What you will need
STRUCTURE

This cloth is quite a chunky cloth in areas, with some large floats

on the back, it would be good to make into a cushion or lined

purse.

The technique we will be focusing on is  Finger-Controlled

Weaving. Its my favourite technique as it gives you bold pattern

quickly, there are no restrictions really and you can use the warp

like your canvas.
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EQUIPMENT

Rigid-heddle loom (roughly 40cm weaving width)

7.5 (30/10cm dpi reed)

Multiple shuttles

Darning needle 

Pickup sticks (optional)



My inspiration
CREELS AND ROPE

The photo opposite is one I took when I was out for a walk with

my peerie lass around the harbour in Whalsay.

I love the blues and oranges together, I was hoping using them

would give the finished piece a retro traditional feel.
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The thing I love the most about taking these workshops is seeing

how everyone's colour choices vary.  I would be delighted if you

decide to use similar colours to me but if you feel inspired please

feel free to use whatever colours/yarns you would like.

The landscape of Shetland has inspired this Fair Isle knitting for

years, be inspired by your surroundings and introduce that into

your finished cloth.
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WARP LENGTH
120 ends 2m / 80in long

SETTS
Warp: 7.5 epi (1 thread per dent in a 7.5dpi (30/10cm reed)

Weft: 7.5 ppi (more of less based on the prefered feel of

the fabric

DIMENSIONS
Width of reed: 40cm / 16in (this may vary

depending on the loom that you are using

Setting UP

THE WARP
Jamieson's of Shetland's Spindrift (2ply yarn, equivalent to

a 4ply/fingering weight) in 104 Natural white (Yarn B)
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The Pattern
MATERIALS
I have used for this pattern a selection of Jamieson's of Shetland

Spindrift (2ply equivalent to a 4ply/fingering weight), 100%

Shetland wool and Jamieson's of Shetland Double Knitting (8ply),

100% Shetland wool.
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FINGER-CONTROL TECHNIQUE

a shuttle with your yarn on it

A darning needle threaded with your yarn

A pick up stick (this would be inserted the same as the first

two but it would be used to hold the warp up so you can pass

through the shuttle with your yarn on it)

This type of finger-control technique creates weft floats on the

surface of your warp which are worked in when the shed it at

neutral (the heddles/reed are in neutral) and has a plain-weave

background that holds everything together (every other row is

alternating plain-weave).

To create the weft floats you can use either of the following…

Which you choose is up to you, but I would recommend the first

two options, you have more control and can count the warp

threads easier. I have chosen to use a darning needle to

demonstrate.
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The pattern stands out from the cloth

because of the contrasting thickness of

the yarn that you use.

The plain-weave should be in a yarn the

same weight as the warp and for the

weft floats (finger-control) I would

recommend using three strands of DK, but

add as many strands as you like to create

a chunky float.

Don't worry if you have a slightly different

weight of yarn than the pattern, this is a

very free pattern that is very forgiving , if

you only have Spindrift and no DK use

maybe 5 or 6 strands to get a thicker

weft.
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Up PositionDown Position Neutral Position
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As this is more of a sample, the

edges are not that important, but

it is important that you keep them

even and straight to prevent the

warp bending and breaking. 

To get a stable selvage, use the

first four warp threads on each

side and before you start each

finger-control row, weave your

chunky DK yarn in alternative

plain-weave over and under the

first and last four warp threads. 

Your pattern (finger-controlled

design will start on the 5 warp

thread)
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STEP  1
Start with basic plain weave using Yarn A and weave a section which is roughly 2 inches,

finishing in the down position 

STEP  2
It is now time to start the first finger-control section.  

The coloured squares are the weft floats and the white squares are where the plain weave will
sit. So rows 1,3,5 will be finger-controlled with DK yarn C, D & E (shown above) and 2 &4 will
be plain weave using Yarn B (not including in the chart). 

For example
Starting from the right (I always read the pattern from the right, but you can go left) 

Row 1:  Thread your needle or shuttle with three strands of Yarn C, about the width of your
loom. Leave the reed/heddles in the neutral position and thread it under 2, over 2,under 3, over
2 and so on till you reach the left side of your loom, then beat it down. 

I always start from the right when I am on a finger-control row, staring from the same
side just makes is easier to read the pattern.
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STEP  2 (CONTINUED...)

Row 2: if you finished your plain-weave in step 1 in the down position, you would start your
second row (plain-weave row) in the up position, pass Yarn B through the shed to sandwich the
chunkier yarn
Row 3:  In the neutral position go under 1, over 1,under 2, over 1 and so on till you reach the left
side of your loom and beat it down. 
Row 4: if row 2 was in the up position, row 4 will be in the down position, pass Yarn B through
the shed and beat it down, you can be quite rough
Row 5:  In the neutral position go over 1,under 4, over 1, under 4 and so on till you reach the left
side of your loom. 
Row 6-9: Plain-weave in Yarn B



Rows 10-54: like in Step 2 alternate a row of finger-control (the pattern above) with

alternating plain-weave.
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STEP  3
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Rows 59-61: like in Step 2 & 3 alternate a row of finger-control (the pattern above) with

alternating plain-weave.

Rows 55-58 : Plain-weave in Yarn B

STEP  4

STEP  5
Finish with basic plain weave using Yarn A and weave a section which is roughly 2 inches 

FINISHING THE CLOTH
Once you are happy with the size of the sample, weave a section on plain-weave in any old
yarn to secure your piece before you cut it from the loom.

If you would like to wash the fabric, do so by hand and be careful of the large floats on the
back as they may catch.
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 That's you
finished

FINGER-CONTROL WEAVING

I hope yo have enjoyed this technique, I

appreciate that it is a very complicated pattern.  

If you are struggling or would just like some

reassurance, please get in touch with me before

the workshop.  We can either discuss it over

email or we could video call if it was easier.


